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Challenges
As a leading automotive manufacturer and

distributor with a fast-paced business that

operates in several facilities across the globe, 

managing the IT environment is a critical function. 

Keeping the company’s 2,400 servers and 

machines running smoothly across countries and 

time zones is an important responsibility for the 

Information Security and Infrastructure teams, so 

they take a layered security strategy to safeguard 

the machines.

When the team assessed that ransomware was 

continuing to slip on to endpoints, they decided 

to take a proactive approach to better fortify the 

company’s endpoints.

Ransomware 
remediation 

consumed 20 
hours/week

E�ective
protection 

stops ransomware
in its tracks

Broad global 
visibility 

across
2,400 endpoints

Endpoint protection
that helps global ops run
as smoothly as an engine
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Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes
The information security team researched vendor options by reading analyst reports and 

reaching out to other colleagues in the industry. “We talked to people about what they were 

doing to deal with ransomware. That led us to Malwarebytes and its reputation as a big 

player in ransomware protection. We did a POC to see if Malwarebytes was everything that 

we were hearing, and it turns out that it was. We made the vendor selection and had

Malwarebytes deployed within a couple of weeks,” said the IS manager.

• Strong brand reputation as a powerful solution for ransomware protection

• Fast, two-week deployment to roll out to the company’s global endpoint fleet

• Ease of use with a solution that’s easy for team members to manage and

 maintain

“A few years ago, malware and ransomware attacks were regularly hitting our systems, as 

much as 20 times within a few weeks. It was consuming a lot of time from our network 

admins. They were spending half of their day recovering machines. We decided we've got 

to do something about it,” said the company’s information security (IS) manager.

• Insu�icient protection from malware and ransomware attacks

• Lengthy remediation process that was becoming a half-time job

• Impacted user work while waiting for an infected machine to be restored

Almost immediately after rolling out Malwarebytes to our servers and 
endpoints, the ransomware stopped—literally stopped. Of course, 
that made management and the administrators happy, and we've 
never looked back. We've been happy Malwarebytes customers ever 
since.

- Information Security Director,
Global Automotive Manufacturing Company



“Almost immediately after rolling out Malwarebytes to our servers and endpoints, the

ransomware stopped—literally stopped. Of course, that made management and the

administrators happy, and we've never looked back. We've been happy Malwarebytes

customers ever since,” said the IS manager.

He continued, “The ability to use a vendor that has a reputation for making it easier for 

remediation is a key value for us. That's one area where Malwarebytes EDR really shines, 

especially with automated remediation and ransomware rollback. Other EDR vendors don't 

o�er great remediation features, so that's one thing that we really liked about

Malwarebytes EDR.”

How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem

• Clear visibility and details on the security status across all the company’s

 global endpoints 

• Powerful remediation capabilities that let you roll a machine right back into   

 production, in minutes instead of hours

• E�ective protection that stops malware and ransomware attacks in its tracks

malwarebytes.com/business corporate-sales@malwarebytes.com 1.800.520.2796

Malwarebytes believes that when people and organizations are free from threats, they are free to thrive. Much more than malware remediations, the 
company provides cyberprotection, privacy, and prevention to tens of thousands of consumers and organizations every day. for more information, visit 
www.malwarebytes.com.
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Threat detection, isolation,

prevention, and rem
ediation.
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Investigate, threat hunt,
and rollback ransomware

HOW TO UPGRADE TO MALWAREBYTES EDR
Upgrading your customers’ endpoint protection is easy and can be done directly inside your Malwarebytes 
OneView console. For step-by-step guidance, check out these Malwarebytes Support documents:

• Updating Subscriptions 

• Applying EDR Settings to Policies

LEARN MORE

Malwarebytes Endpoint Detection and Response for Windows and Mac o�ers 
enterprise-class endpoint protection, advanced threat hunting, and reliable 
isolation, remediation, and response to cybersecurity attacks. To learn more 

visit: malwarebytes.com/business/edr.

Rapid detection
Reduce mean-time-to-respond (MTTR) with 
rapid detection and isolation. You’ll reduce 
damage to your customers’ endpoints 
and save your team the time and expense 
associated with reimaging endpoints. 

Feature rich
Increase your EDR upsells with ransomware rollback and 
other high-value features. Take advantage of our sales 
enablement tools to e�ectively educate your customers 

Scaleable
Keep your MSP business scalable and 

technology stack with a powerful solution 
that’s simple to deploy and manage.

BUSINESS BENEFITS PROVIDED BY MALWAREBYTES EDR

Free Trial >

https://www.malwarebytes.com/business/request_trial
https://www.malwarebytes.com/business

